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Abstract – The article analyzes various clustering approaches that are used in gene expression tasks. The chosen approaches are portrayed and examined from the viewpoint of use of data mining clustering algorithms. The article provides a short description of working principles and characteristics of the examined methods and algorithms and the data sets used in the experiments. The article presents results of the experiments that are directly connected to the use of clustering algorithms in processing of short time series in bioinformatics tasks, solving gene expression problems, as well as provides conclusions and evaluations of each used approach. An analysis of future possibilities to build a new method that is based on data mining approaches and principles but solves bioinformatics tasks that are associated with processing of short time series and the achieved results are interpreted in a way that is easy to perceive for bioinformatics experts, is presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Usually for data clustering to solve various tasks in bioinformatics one of the following methods is used: clustering with neural networks, time series clustering or fuzzy clustering Chaiboonchoe et al. [1].

To visualize data and to reduce dimensionality, neural networks are used with non-linear clustering method that is also known as self-organizing maps (SOM). Neural networks are often used to analyze gene expressions Golub et al. [2], where clustering is used for example in differentiate between different types of leukemia without prior knowledge about the classes of these types. Based on the acquired knowledge the membership of a new case of leukemia to one of the classes is predicted.

Time series are used to determine mechanisms and dependencies that emerge when various diseases progress in a period of time Ernst et al. [3]. To investigate these processes a tool called STEM was created (Short Time-series Expression Miner). It is designed to analyze and process short time series of expressions Wang et al. [4].

In bioinformatics more than 80 % of the studied time series data sets are considered short, because the number of examined genes is very large (it can reach even tens of thousands), but the number of observations of these genes in time (periods) is small. Mostly the number of these periods in bioinformatics is 8 or less Ernst et al. [5], see Figure 1.

In experiments that use short time series as the processed data source, e.g. examining gene expressions that are influenced by environmental or chemical factors that create changes in their structure, these observations are recorded in a short period of time for example every 0, ½, 4 and 16 hours.

The structure of the obtained curve is used as a basis for further gene expression analysis.

Fig. 1. Distribution of lengths of times series in the Stanford Microarray Database Ernst et al. [5]

The goal of this article is to summarize the methods and algorithms that are used by various authors for clustering short time series and to analyze clustering approaches that are used in bioinformatics to solve gene expression tasks.

II. BACKGROUND

Genomics studies methods of molecular cartography and sequencing as well as description and analysis of full genomes of organisms. Genome is a full set of genetic material that is stored in the set of chromosomes. The analysis of full genomes gives insight into global organization, expression, regulation and evolution of the hereditary material.

Gene expression that uses the gene as a synthesis plan of a particular protein is called identification of potential of a gene. Images of gene expressions enable scientists to find approaches to determine the biological roles of particular genes. All functions of cells, tissues and organs are managed by differential gene expressions.

The analysis of gene expressions is used to explore functions of genes. By acquiring information about genes that are expressed in healthy and diseased tissues the scientists can define a set of proteins that is essential for normal functioning of a gene. The obtained information is also helpful in determining deviations from the normal set that can point to disease agents. Such information opens up new possibilities in creating new diagnostics tools and techniques of various diseases and developing new medicines that can actively affect defective genes and proteins Ignacimuthu [6].

III. METHODS

The article examines methods proposed by some authors for short time series processing in solving gene expression tasks that are associated with the use of clustering approaches. The chosen methods are examined from the point of view of data processing techniques and algorithms used in data mining.
Cluster analysis of gene expression dynamics Ramoni et al. [7] acquires profiles that are estimations of average values of clusters that are obtained using autoregressive equations and agglomerative clustering Tan et al. [8]. Cluster analysis and display of genome-wide expression patterns Eisen et al. [9] method uses search of similarities between genes based on Pearson correlation coefficient creating matrixes that provide profiles using hierarchical clustering. But clustering of short time series in gene expression data Ernst et al. [5], studies possibilities of profile acquisition from data sets using clustering and forming groups using the acquired profiles.

A. Cluster analysis of gene expression dynamics

The proposed method is based on Bayesian method that chooses a model with the maximum posterior probability. The dynamics of gene expression are assessed based on autoregressive equations and agglomerative clustering procedure. In this approach the time series $S$, see Equation (1), is considered a stochastic process with unknown length.

$$S = \{S_1, S_2 ... S_n\}, \quad (1)$$

The aggregation of time series into groups occurs iteratively by repeatedly adding a time series to a cluster so that each of the clusters would contain time series that are obtained during the same process. This clustering method consists of two steps:

1. Time series with stochastic descriptions are clustered acquiring probability assessments that determine approximation of the processes that generated the data using autoregressive models;
2. Heuristic search procedure.

The heuristic search procedure is based on estimation of mutual similarity of two time series $S_i = \{y_{i1}, ..., y_{in}\}$ and $S_j = \{y_{j1}, ..., y_{jn}\}$. In this research Euclidean distance that is calculated as shown in the Equation (2) is chosen as the measure of similarity. First the similarity of pairs of time series is calculated, then a model $S_{n+1}$ is made that merges the closest time series into one cluster. If the Equation (3) confirms the statement, these two time series are considered to be merged into one cluster.

$$d(S_i, S_j) = \sqrt{\sum_{t=1}^{n} (x_{it} - y_{jt})^2}, \quad (2)$$

$$f(S_{n+1}) > f(S_n), \quad (3)$$

The profile of the cluster is calculated based on average values of the considered time series. The procedure is repeated for the new data set that consists of $n-1$ time series, including the new cluster profile. If Expression (3) is not confirmed, the process is repeated using a pair of time series with lower similarity until the Expression (3) is confirmed. If the confirmation of the Expression (3) is not found, the procedure is interrupted. The authors of this method emphasize that a merger of two clusters is accepted based on posterior probabilities of the model and the similarity measure is only used to avoid the risk of getting into local minimum Ramoni et al. [7].

The authors also point out that the method does not contradict the Standard hierarchical clustering method Tan et al. [8] and works of other authors Golub et al. [2], who investigate clustering of gene expression data.

This method was applied to 517 gene expressions that were described by time series with length of 13 periods. Series of experiments were conducted to solve the problem that is associated with time dependency between periods using the following measures of distance: (i) Euclidean distance; (ii) Correlation; (iii) Delayed correlation; (iv) Kullback-Leibler distance. The best clustering results were shown by Euclidean distance Ramoni et al. [7].

B. Cluster analysis and display of genome-wide expression patterns

This method uses standard statistics algorithms to arrange genes according to pattern of gene expression. Clustered gene expression data are grouped according to a similarity function and a resemblance to human gene data is found. Initially standard deviation from $G$ is calculated using Equation (4):

$$\Phi_G = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1,N} \frac{(G_i - G_{offset})}{N}}, \quad (4)$$

where
- $\Phi_G$ – standard deviation;
- $G_i$ – primary genes of the data in state $i$;
- $G_{offset}$ – set to the mean of observations on $G$;
- $N$ – number of observation series.

$G_{offset}$ in the given examples is equal to 0 that corresponds to a fluorescence ratio 1.0. Then according to Equation (5) $S(X,Y)$ is calculated; it is equal to Pearson correlation coefficient for observations $(X,Y)$:

$$S(X,Y) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1,N} \frac{(X_i - X_{offset})}{\phi_X} \frac{(Y_i - Y_{offset})}{\phi_Y}, \quad (5)$$

where
- $X, Y$ – any two genes;
- $S(X,Y)$ – Pearson correlation coefficient;
- $N$ – number of observation series.

After determining gene similarity using hierarchical clustering that is based on average linkage method of Sokal and Michener Sokal et al. [10] correlation matrixes are clustered. The algorithm builds a dendrogram that combines all elements into one tree. For any number $n$ of genes in the set a diagonal similarity matrix is calculated according to metric that was described previously and that contains similarity measures for all pairs of genes. Matrix search provides the most appropriate pair of genes that is added to the matrix as a new node. Then the search is repeated $n-1$ times until all nodes are mutually connected, that is, a dendrogram is built.

To improve the interpretability of the results the authors used fluorescence coefficient. Every cell is colored according to the value of this coefficient. Genes that did not change the
value of the coefficient (0) are colored black, genes that have a negative value of the coefficient are colored green but genes with a positive value of the coefficient are colored red Eisen et al. [9].

In this research two types of data sets were used – one depicts a canonical model of the growth response in human cells Iyer et al. [11], but the other outlines experiments with yeast.

The experiments with human cells showed the stimulation of the cells caused by serum that was recorded after various periods of time: 0, ½, 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20 and 24 hours. For this purpose a cDNA microarray with nearly 8600 human genes was used. In the experiments with yeast 2467 genes were divided into groups according to profiles that contained similar genes using clustering Eisen et al. [9].

C. Clustering short time series gene expression data

The method proposed by authors is based on initially adding genes to profiles and then dividing these profiles based on relevance. The number of profiles $P$ is calculated using Equation (6):

$$ P = (2c + 1)^{n-1}, \quad (6) $$

where

- $c$ – controls the amount of changes in a gene that can be displayed between consecutive moments of time;
- $n$ – number of time periods in a data set.

For example, if the number of time periods in a data set is $n=6$ and $c=2$, then $3^6=3125$ profiles are obtained, which is a very large number. Therefore, the number of profiles should be lessened. From a set $P$, containing all possible profiles, a subset $R \subseteq P$ should be selected, following the condition that a minimal distance between profiles in $R$ should be maximized using Equation (7):

$$ \max_{R \subseteq P} \min_{p_1,p_2 \in R} d(p_1,p_2), \quad (7) $$

where $d$ – distance measure; $p_1,p_2$ – time series for which $d$ is calculated.

The set $R$ contains profiles that were selected at this moment. The next profile that will be added to $R$ will be profile $p_t$, which is chosen by maximizing Equation (8):

$$ \max_{p_t \in (P \setminus R)} \min_{p_1,p_2 \in R} d(p_1,p_2). \quad (8) $$

In every iteration the method chooses a profile that is furthest from all previously chosen $R$ profiles. This procedure is repeated until all $R$ profiles are selected and the obtained result is returned to the data set.

Then significant profiles are grouped, increasing the size of cluster $C_i$ around each statistically significant profile $p_i$. Initially $C_i = \{p_i\}$, then the method searches for a profile $p_t$ that is the closest to profile $p_i$ and does not belong to $C_i$. If the condition $d(p_t, p_t) \leq \delta$ is true for all profiles $p_t \in C_i$, then the profile $p_t$ is merged with $C_i$ and the process is repeated until the algorithm stops and $C_i$ is declared cluster $p_i$. When all clusters of significant profiles are obtained, the algorithm chooses a cluster with the largest number of genes by calculating the number of genes in each profile cluster. Then all profiles of this cluster are deleted and the previously described process is repeated. The algorithm stops when all profiles are added to clusters. Execution time of the algorithm depends on the number of significant profiles that usually is not large Ernst et al. [5].

A data set that was used for experiments consisted of 5000 genes that were described by time series with period length 5 (time intervals – 0, ½, 3, 6, and 12 hours). 50 profiles were used that had the maximum change between consecutive moments of time where $c=2$. A visualization of the obtained clustering results that is generated by a specialized tool for time series processing called STEM is shown in Figure 2. These profiles that were obtained using clustering show that from 50 profiles 10 were considered significant (colored darker in Figure 2). This allows drawing biological conclusions based on the revealed significant profiles Ernst et al. [5].

![Fig. 2. Clustering results with the STEM tool Ernst et al. [5]](image)

Only the acquired significant profiles are scientifically relevant and provide new knowledge that enables drawing biological conclusions. The essence of these conclusions and their right interpretation can produce new added value.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed evaluation of the applied methods proves that cluster analysis of gene expression dynamics that proposes using gene clustering based on their dynamics is not applicable to clustering of short time series. This method is based on regression and clusters genes that have dynamics that can be described using autoregressive equations meaning that this method is effective only when working with long time series. For example, if regression is applied to time series with expressions in five moments of time, then only last three can be used and the first two expressions cannot be regressed. Such a situation can lead to overfitting and an imperfect cluster distribution.

The most relevant knowledge gained from this method was improved and used in the future to develop noise processing method for expression data and also to achieve better functionality and find more meaningful clusters based on gene ontology Wang et al. [4], Wang et al. [12]. By introducing the ontology gene expression profile was supplemented by noise measures in the stochastically dynamic model. This allows determining distribution of noise by analyzing microarrays of
time series and calculating relationships of short time series that match the parameter evaluation requirements of multi-criteria traditional methods Wang et al. [13].

By analyzing the method of cluster analysis and display of genome-wide expression patterns and the data sets used in experiments one can conclude that these data sets were especially useful for division of genes into functional categories. Hierarchical clustering was used for splitting the data using links between time series that were defined by estimating similarity measure based on correlation coefficient. Positive features of the proposed approach are related to the use of colors for description of gene correlations. The use of colors allows visually determining the belonging of genes to one group or another that relieves interpretation of results.

Another approach that was examined was clustering of short time series in gene expression data that uses aggregating genes based on probability assessments of chosen sub-profiles that were generated independently from short time series data that were used in experiments. The proposed approach also provides evaluation of the created method where the authors chose 50 genes (1%) from the initial data set and generated the remaining 4850 using the previously examined method. The results of the experiments show that these three profiles above diagonal line (see Figure 3) were identified by the algorithms as noise Ernst et al. [5]. This means that the proposed algorithm can interpret biological results that generate biologically valuable data.

![Similar plot for algorithm correctly identified all three planted profiles](image)

Fig. 3. Similar plot for algorithm correctly identified all three planted profiles, even though each was planted with only 1% of the genes Ernst et al. [5]

The clustering of gene expression data can be described as a process that creates associations Androulakis et al. [14] between profiles.

In general, one can conclude that this field is at the very beginning of research because most of the researches that deal with processing of short time series use improved methods that were initially meant to work with long time series. Unfortunately, modules of these methods are based on statistical criteria that limit their biological relevance when used to solve bioinformatics tasks.

Data mining also solves tasks that are related to processing short time series of demand, e.g. analysis of e-services demands Kirshners et al. [15] that use combinations of methods in the research. These combinations include analysis of time series and data mining methods providing new knowledge as a result. This allows giving recommendations for e-service introduction based on this knowledge. Time series represent frequency of service demands in a defined period of time. Bioinformatics have similar situation because not all achieved results are interpretable. Therefore bioinformatics experts work closely with experts from industry who can interpret the obtained results.

Data mining also deals with different type of problems that are related to processing of short time series. Traditional forecasting systems Montgomery et al. [16] search for patterns in time series, e.g. fluctuations in exchange rates Flores et al. [17], but there are tasks where the life cycle of a time series is short Kirshners et al. [18] and determining regularities in the functioning of a process is almost impossible. One of these tasks is the task of analyzing life cycle of a product Thomassey et al. [19], e.g. the demand of textile goods. It defines a task that analyzes the behavior of short time series with a large number of demands and a small number of periods. To solve the described task, a modified k-means algorithm was used that determined the optimal number of clusters in a data set and created profiles based on results of clustering Kirshners et al. [20]. The features of this method show a similarity with the approaches described in the article. Therefore approaches used in this method could also be used for solving bioinformatics tasks.

The examined results of the inspected methods allow one to conclude what should be taken into account when developing a more efficient clustering method for short time series.

V. FURTHER RESEARCH

In the future when creating a new time series clustering method, more attention should be paid to processes of data preprocessing and evaluation of obtained results. Data mining methods require preprocessing and normalization of noisy time series in the data preprocessing process. The process of normalization should be inspected in more detail because there is a chance that different types of time series data require different data normalization approaches. More attention should also be paid to determining the number of clusters in the data set because the methods described in this article did not analyze this process. It is necessary to create approaches that would evaluate mistakes made in the process of clustering because it is hard to validate adequacy of the results of the created method without the estimation of errors. Interpretation of results is also very important because results of clustering using data mining methods do not always show the real cluster distribution as seen by bioinformatics, therefore the results should be accurately interpreted. To gain such results the created method should be evaluated using a data set with existing results and known distribution of classes or clusters and the clustering results should be evaluated during the process of clustering; only this evaluation can indicate compliance of the method with the analyzed data.

By analyzing the principles used for profile creation in the examined methods conclusions can be drawn that the use of these methods effectively helps combining similar time series in one profile. This approach reduces the number of analyzed objects and the results are easily visually interpretable from the point of view of data mining as well as bioinformatics. Only a combination of all listed methods and approaches
would create an efficient short time series clustering method for bioinformatics tasks. It is important to remember that not all results obtained using data mining methods, even with very good results are equally efficiently interpretable in the field of bioinformatics. Therefore differentiation of the obtained results between data mining and bioinformatics is necessary. Only if experts of both fields have acknowledged the interpretability of the results the created method can be accepted as adequate for solving this type of tasks.
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Arniss Kiršners, Arkady Borisovs. Īsu laika rindu analīze gēnu ekspresijas uzdevumus

Rakstīt tiek analizētas un aplūkotas dažādas klasēzarējās pieejas, kuras tiek izmantotās gēnu ekspresijas uzdevumos. Izvēlētās pieejas ir aplūkotās un analizētas no datu iegūšanas klasterizācijas algoritmu izmantošanas iespēju pieteikuma. Rakstīt tiek vispriekšāk aplūkotēs tomēr arī algoritmu darbības principi, rakstarīgās izmantošanā un eksperimentos izmantošā datu kopu. Uzskatāmi ir eksperimentu rezultāti, kas tieši saistīti ar klasēzarējās algoritmu izmantošanu attīrītajā īsu laika rindas bioinformātikā, risinot gēnu ekspresijas uzdevumus. Izdarīti secinājumi un veikti novērtējumi par katru no izmantotajām pieejas. Analizētas nākotnes iespējas jaunā metodē izveidi, kas balstās uz datu ieguvu pieejas un principiem, bet risinātu bioinformātikas uzdevumus, kuri saistīti ar īsu laika rindu attīrīšanu un iegūtā ņēmējā rezultāti tiktu interpretēti bioinformātikas specialistiem saprotamā veidā.

Arnis Kiršners, Arkady Borisovs. Analīze korotākās laikraťās rindās darbībā esošajām gēnēm

Stātā tiek izprastītā analīze un būtiskākā metodē klasēzarējās, kuras tiek izmantotās darbībā esošajām gēnēm. Velās metodēs analizētas un rada multiplayer skaidrojums par izmantojuma iespējām klasēzarējās algoritmu izmantošanā darbībā esošajām gēnēm. Arī turpinājās izprastītā analīze arī ir ierobežota klasterizācijas algoritmu izmantošanai, un arī izprastītā analīze darbībā esošajām gēnēm, kas tiek izmantots darbībā esošajām gēnēm, tomēr izprastītā analīze darbībā esošajām gēnēm, kas tiek izmantots darbībā esošajām gēnēm.